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Rear Spoiler
$505.00

 A rear end that turns heads. This 
aerodynamically-designed spoiler gives a 
vehicle an enhanced, sporty appearance. 
The vehicle-integrated design features an 
LED High-Mount Stop Lamp and is 
colour-keyed to a vehicle's exterior. 
Direct plug-in play installation means no 
wire splicing so dealer installation is a 
snap.

Bongiovi Acoustics DPS
$466.00

BONGIOVI ACOUSTICS DPS is a fully 
digital state of art audio system that 
processes the audio stream in real time 
and routes the enhanced audio to a 4 
channel digital amplification system. The 
result is an unparalleled listening 
experience in your Toyota vehicle. 
BONGIOVI DPS ACOUSTICS smooths 
out the differences in volume between 
any audio source (CD, AM, FM, Satellite 
Radio) and greatly improves the sound of 
all sources of audio including portable 
music devices.

Block Heater
$210.60

 Makes a cold weather start a breeze. 
Custom-designed system with 400 watts 
of heating power not only warms a 
vehicle up quicker but also reduces 
engine strain and wear. Heater saves fuel 
and battery power during startups as 
well. The strain relief electrical cord 
(available on selected models) reduces 
cord damage.

Side Window Deflectors
$228.00

Body Side Moulding
$254.00

 Color-matched body side mouldings help 
protect door panels from scratches, dents 
and chipping. Designed specifically to 
help preserve and enhance the vehicle’s 
appearance.  Unlike many aftermarket 
mouldings, genuine Toyota body side 
mouldings have undergone rigorous 
testing to ensure their resistance to 
temperature, weather, impact, stone 
chips, high pressure washing, wind noise 
and peeling.  Body side mouldings also 
help maintain your vehicle’s resale value.

Cargo Net
$132.00

Handy way to keep things from sliding 
around. The Toyota Cargo Net has a 
rugged hammock-style netting with 
elastic closure. The flexible, nylon 
braided net secured by tie-down rings in 
the cargo area prevents items from flying 
around while on the road. The stretchable 
net secures and protects all of your 
cargo. Easy to install, it can easily be 
removed and stored in a compact way 
when not in use.
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For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the 
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not include taxes.
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Tub Style All Season Floor Mats
$165.60

Toyota Tub Style All-Season Floor Mats 
are an advanced concept in superior 
protection for the vehicle's interior. These 
floor mats fully cover the floor and 
surrounding edges on all sides. Sculpted 
channels are designed to trap water, 
mud, moisture, and debris, and help keep 
carpet clean and dry.  The high-tech 
composite materials ensure these mats 
will not crack or harden in freezing 
weather.  Anti-skid ridges make the mats 
perfectly fit in your vehicle, and prevent 
them from shifting.

Cargo Liner
$90.60

The Cargo Tray provides maximum 
protection for your cargo area and 
features a skid-resistant surface to help 
keep valuables stable. The raised lip 
around the perimeter of the tray helps 
keep dirt and spills within the cargo tray 
area and its light but tough construction 
allows the tray to be easily removed for 
cleaning.

Navigation System
$1,123.60

Add a Navigation option to your factory 
Audio! Navigation upgrade includes   
features such as “Playmore Like This”, 
Gracenotes database, and a short 
message/email read, reply and text to 
speech feature. Phone, Audio and 
Navigation text are available in both 
English and French. Simple “one shot”   
voice commands makes this navigation 
system simple to use! Navigation unit   
can be updated via a flash memory card 
using the USB port.

Rear Bumper Protector
$101.20

 Help keep the top surface of your rear 
bumper free of scrapes and scratches, 
while preserving the like-new appearance 
of your Yaris Hatchback. The Raised   
tread pattern enhances the stylish looks 
of your Yaris Hatchback while a skid-
resistant surface provides assistance 
when loading and unloading cargo.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the 
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not include taxes.
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